AOTH @ HOME:

APRIL 27 - MAY 1: COLOR ADVENTURE

Each week, our AOTH At Home content will revolve around a specific theme. This week’s theme is Color Adventure! Below are some fun activities you and your little one(s) can do at home with colors. While on your adventure, you can talk about favorite colors and how various colors make you both feel!

**Single Color Portrait**
Color with one color (if they are at the beginning stages of color and line identification, scribbling is developmentally appropriate). Ask your child to tell you about their image; allow them to explain and explore their imagination. Write down what they say.

**Ice Cube Paint Brush**
Fill an ice cube tray with water and add a drop of food coloring to each compartment. Place the ice cube tray in the freezer. After the water has frozen, you and your child can create a sensory watercolor experience by using the ice cube to draw on white paper.

**Color Sorting**
Using your child’s crayons or markers, draw a small square then mix up all their colors. Guide them through matching the crayon(s)/marker(s) to the color in the square.

**Color Matching**
For children starting to read and write, use their crayons/markers to have them match a color to a written word. Beginning to recognize letter sounds is the first step to reading!
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Reading List

*The Day the Crayons Quit* by Drew Daywalt

*Sky Color* by Peter H. Reynolds

*Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?* by Bill Martin Jr. and Eric Carle

*The Crayon Box that Talked* by Shane Derolf

*My Colors, My World / Mis Colores, Mi Mundo* by Maya Christina Gonzalez

Visit pinterest.com/artsonthehorizon for more ways to take AOTH home!